Comparison of ICD-10 diagnostic guidelines and research criteria for enduring personality change after catastrophic experience.
Enduring personality change after catastrophic experience (EPCACE) is a diagnostic category included in the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 10th revision (ICD-10), as one of the adult personality disorders. Preliminary investigation suggests there is considerable endorsement in principle for this new category amongst experts in the field of intentional human trauma, yet many aspects of the diagnosis remain contentious. EPCACE is described in 2 sets of ICD-10 criteria: the Diagnostic Criteria for Research (DCR) and the Clinical Description and Diagnostic Guidelines (CDDG). Studies have found that the use of the DCR and CDDG for some disorders has created issues related to lack of compatibility and agreement between these 2 versions. This article examines the similarities and differences between the DCR and CDDG for EPCACE. Using background literature to inform our analysis, this article highlights issues related to the stressor criterion, symptom criteria, impairment criterion, criterion related to exclusion of personal vulnerability and early psychiatric history, symptom duration and relationship of post-traumatic-stress disorder with EPCACE. The similarities and differences between the research criteria and diagnostic guidelines of EPCACE are consistent with concerns already identified in the literature for other disorders. This presents a challenge to the way in which diagnostic criteria are conceptualized and stated.